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Air Service UnitsSerie 1700Pressure booster_GBAir Service UnitsPressure booster ø40

Air Service UnitsPressure booster ø40 complete with pressure regulator

Pressure booster ø40

Ordering code

1740.50N
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.

Connections G 1/8"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 5 mm
Weight gr. 1500
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 15 Nm

Pressure booster ø40 complete with pressure regulator

Ordering code

1740.50.NR
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.
- Regulation of the inlet pressure (and as a consequence regulation of the outlet pressure)

Connections G 1/8"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 5 mm
Weight gr. 1600
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 15 Nm
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Air Service UnitsPressure booster ø63

Air Service UnitsPressure booster ø63 complete with pressure regulator

Pressure booster ø63

Ordering code

1763.80N
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.

Connections G 3/8"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 7 mm
Weight gr. 3000
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 15 Nm

Pressure booster ø63 complete with pressure regulator

Ordering code

1763.80.NR
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.
- Regulation of the inlet pressure (and as a consequence regulation of the outlet pressure)

Connections G 3/8"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 7 mm
Weight gr. 3200
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 15 Nm
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Air Service UnitsPressure booster ø100

Air Service UnitsPressure booster ø100 complete with pressure regulator

Pressure booster ø100

Ordering code

17100.125N
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.

Connections G 1/2"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 12 mm
Weight gr. 12000
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 40 Nm

Pressure booster ø100 complete with pressure regulator

Ordering code

17100.125.NR
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Operational characteristics Technical characteristics
- Self operating pressure booster with pressure ratio of 1:2.
- Automatic functioning: to operate the booster just connect it to compressed air line.
- Body made with light alloy.
- Barrel made of extruded and anodized aluminium.
- Downstream circuit pressure is kept under  pressure even in absence of inlet pressure.
- Regulation of the inlet pressure (and as a consequence regulation of the outlet pressure)

Connections G 1/2"
Max. working pressure (bar) 2 - 10
Operating temperature -5°C - +50°C
Nominal orifice diameter ø 12 mm
Weight gr. 12600
Assembly position Any
Max. fittings torque 40 Nm
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Air Service UnitsAccessoriesSerie 1700Pressure booster_GBAir Service Units - AccessoriesBase complete with pressure reducer

Air Service UnitsAccessoriesBooster mounting plate

Base complete with pressure reducer

Ordering code

17v.BR

v

VERSION

40 = Base complete with pressu-
re reducer for Ø40 booster

63 = Base complete with pressu-
re reducer for Ø63 booster

100 = Mount directly the pressure 
reducer Code 17302B.C

 

Booster mounting plate

Ordering code

17v.02

v

VERSION

40 = Mounting plate for Ø40 boo-
ster

63 = Mounting plate for
Ø63 booster

100 = Use short foot bracket 
code 1320.50.05/1F

 


